
Reconstruction of Nahr el-Bared 
Refugee Camp

Nahr el Bared, Lebanon

Architect United Nations Relief & 
Works Agency

Client UNRWA

Commission 2007
Design 2008 - 2008
Construction 2009 - 2011
Occupancy 2011

Site 17'409 m2

Ground Floor 10'194 m2

Total Floor 34'610 m2

Costs US$ 16'517'435

Programme Reconstructing a camp of 
27,000 refugees which was 
95% destroyed during the 
2007 war involved a planning 
effort with the entire 
community, followed by a
series of eight construction 
phases. Limited land and the 
exigency of recreating 
physical and social fabrics 
were primary considerations. 
Established in 1948, the 
camp followed the extended-
family pattern and building 
typology of the refugees' 
villages. In a layout where 
roads provided light and 
ventilation, the goal was to 
increase non-built areas from 
11% to 35%. It was achieved 
by giving each building an 
independent structural system 
allowing for vertical 
expansion up to four floors 
on a reduced footprint.

Building Type Community Development
2013 Award Cycle 4307.LEB

This map, showing the individual 1697 plots/buildings of Nahr el bared was drawn and created 
for the first time - during the unfortunate destruction of the Nahr el bared camp in 2007. The 
effort was based on an inspiring community mobilisation initiative that feared that the camp’s 
destruction would lead to a loss of the camps social fabric, neighbourhoods, values and 
‘political’ significance. The community’s first step was to redraw people locations in the camp 
based on the memory of its inhabitants- a massive effort that included architects and activists 
from the NBRC and UNRWA. 

The extensive mapping was also able to 
establish the exact size and shape of every 
building through drawing its interior 
architecture in collaboration with every 
individual house owner and their neighbours. 
It took 6 month’s to reassemble the camp’s 
destroyed fabric and individual ownership 
onon this map. This map, the social processes 
and the knowledge that emerged during 
its production– forms the basis for the 
reconstruction designs and planning for 
Nahr el bared camp. 
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Pre-war urban fabric of Nahr el bared

Analysis  of villages of origin

Community mapping of 
internal house layouts

Circulation network Block morphology

Pre-war model
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The Nahr el bared project presents a practice of Urbanism 
that links the multiple scale of design : from the architecture 
of the individual building that constitutes the unit of the urban 
block which consequently gives shape to the form of the city. 
Within this project, each scale of design - was also a scale 
and opportunity for community involvement, participation 
and creating public debate on the reconstruction of the 
camp.camp. (The Proposed Masterplan 'Map' -  only illustrates 5 of 
a total of 8 packages, or around 60% of the individual buildings 
that had been designed by the time of this submission). 
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Analysis of villages of origin 
and neighborhoods

Analysis of souk(market) and 
commercial areas

Proposed urban design layout with 
residential and commercial clusters

Pre-war block analysis Proposed circulation 
and open space

Proposed courtyard
Proposed block layout 
with architecture

Proposed landscape design and 
building scale

Proposed mosque 
and block elevation

Proposed masterplan
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